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1) Determine if the function θ(t) = 2e3t − e2t is a solution to the equation

θ′′ − θθ′ + 3θ = −2e2t.

2) Consider the problem
y′ = x2(1 + y).

Do the complete theoretical analysis of the problem. Sketch the direction �elds.
Integrate the equation. Find all solutions on maximal intervals. Draw their graphs.
Determine all solutions with the initial value y(0) = 3.

3) Find all solutions to the problem on maximal intervals

xy′ + 3(y + x2) =
sin(x)

x
.







Homeworks

Homework 1

1. Show that Φ(x) = x2 is an explicit solution to xy′ = 2y on the interval
(−∞,∞).[1.2 2a]

2. Show that Φ(x) = x2 − x is an explicit solution to
y′ + y2 = e2x + (1− 2x)ex + x2 − 1 on the interval (−∞,∞).[1.2 2b]

3. Show that Φ(x) = x2 − x−1 is an explicit solution to x2y′′ = 2y on the interval
(0,∞).[1.2 2c]

4. Classify next equations as ordinary di�erential equation or partial di�erential
equation, linear or nonlinear. Determine its degree.

y′ =
y(2− 3x)

x(1− 3y)√
1− yy′′ + 2xy′ = 0

∂N

∂t
=
∂2N

∂r2
+

1

r

∂N

∂r
+ kN, for k > 0.





Homework 2

1. Determine if the next ODE's are linear or separable.

x′ + xt = ex, xx′ + t2x = sin(t).

2. Find a general solution to the following separable ODE's. In particular: 1) Apply
general theory (existence, uniqueness, direction �eld method, �nd trivial
solution), 2) Integrate the equation, 3) Express the explicit solutions together
with its domain of de�nition, 4) Draw the complete picture of solutions. If you are
not able to �nd exact roots of the solutions, try to estimate them. Course of the
function may help you.

y′ =
x

y2
√

1 + x
, y′ =

x

y
√

1 + x

3. Find a general solution to the following linear ODE's. Don't forget to write its
domain of de�nition (x2 + 1)y′ + xy − x = 0.

4. Solve IVP y′ + 4y − e−x = 0, y(0) = 4/3.







Homework 3

1. Solve the initial value problem

2.

3.

4.









Homework 4

One way to de�ne hyperbolic functions is by means of di�erential equations. Consider
the eqation y′′ − y = 0. The hyperbolic cosine, cosh, is de�ned as the solution of this
equation subject to the initial values: y(0) = 1 and y′(0) = 0. The hyperbolic sine, sinh,
is de�ned as the solution of this equation subject to the initial values: y(0) = 0 and
y′(0) = 1.

1. Solve these initial value problems to derive explicit formulas for cosh and sinh.
Also show that cosh′ = sinh and sinh′ = cosh.

2. Prove that a general solution of the equation y′′ − y = 0 is given by
y(t) = c1 cosh(t) + c2 sinh(t).

3. Suppose that a, b and c are given constants for which ar2 + br + c = 0 has two
distinct real roots. If the two roots are expressed in the form α− β and α+ β,
show that a general solution of the equation ay′′ + by′ + cy = 0 is
y(t) = c1e

αt cosh(βt) + c2e
αt sinh(βt).

4. Use the result of previous part to solve the inital value problem: y′′ + y′ − 6y = 0,
y(0) = 2, y′(0) = −17/2.





Homework 5

1. See [NSA12, 4.6, 17]. Find a general solution to the di�erential equation.

y′′

2
+ 2y = tg(2t)− 1

2
et.

2. See [NSA12, 4.9, 8]. A 20-kg mass is attached to a spring with sti�ness 200 N/m.
The damping constant for the system is 140 N-sec/m. If the mass is pulled 25 cm
to the right of equilibrium and given an initial leftward velocity of 1 m/sec, when
will it �rst return to its equilibrium position?

3. See [NSA12, 4.10, 5]. An undamped system is governed by

m
∂2y

∂t2
+ ky = F0 cos(γt), y(0) = 0, y′(0) = 0,

where γ 6= ω :=
√
k/m.

(a) Find the equation of motion of the system.

(b) Use trigonometric identities to show that the solution can be written in the
form

y(t) =
2F0

m(ω2 − γ2)
sin(

ω + γ

2
t) sin(

ω − γ
2

t).

(c) When γ is near ω, then ω − γ is small, while ω + γ is relatively large
compared with ω − γ. Hence, y(t) can be viewed as the product of a slowly
varying sine function, sin((ω − γ)t/2), and a rapidly varying sine function,
sin((ω + γ)t/2). The net e�ect is a sine function y(t) with frequency
(ω − γ)/4π, which serves as the time-varying amplitude of a sine function
with frequency (ω + γ)/4π. This vibration phenom enon is referred to as
beats and is used in tuning stringed instruments. This same phenomenon in
electronics is called amplitude modulation. To illustrate this phenomenon,
sketch the curve y(t) for F0 = 32, m = 2, ω = 9 and γ = 7.
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